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ANA LYSIS OF RAINF ALL OISTRlBUTION IN THE AMAZON BASIN USING KRIGING,
NONPARAM'ETRlC STATISTICS, ANO GIS TECHNIQUES. 11. MONTHLY OEVIATIONS.

Elson D. Silva I. Researcher Scientist, Ph. D.
Brazilian Enterprise for Agriculturaí Research. Satellite Monitoríng Center (Embr.!pa-NMA)

Gary W. Petersen. Soi! Scientist, Ph.D .• Prof. of Soi! and Land Resources
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The Amazon fores! owes its existence, in part, to generous precipitation and, in turn, plays 3 pivotal role

of its own in the funetioning ofthe terrestrial-atmospheric hydrologic cycle. Assessing spatial and temporal

varialiility of a water recharge by rainfall is importam in hydmlogical studies of the Amazon Basin.

Rainfall characteristics can be assessed using nonparametric statistics. The median is the central tendency

of nonparametrics and is protected from the displacing effects of outliers and skewness. Monthly rainfall is widely

used as a partial measurement of a rainfall recharge during the tropical year. Usually it is importam to know how

much rainfall OCCUISduring specific months. which is important in defining growing seasons, or determíníng

water supply, and drought and flooding assessments. Measuring local rainfall deparrures from their medians and

understanding their behavior can assess spatial rainfall variability and associate this pattem to clirnatíc anornalies.

This is a robust evaluation of rainfall variability and is vital wben studying precipitation in the Arnazon Basin.

Climate aaomalíes tbat affect the Arnazon Basin.are reíated.ta.geographíc posíríon-In lhe equatorial

latitudes and to the orographic impact by the Andes Mountains, The Andes mountains extend through lhe entire

South American continent along its western shore and serve as a barrier to the movement of moisture-bearing air

masses (UNESCO, 1978). Equatorial sea swface temperature anornalies are believed 10 be related to changes in

lhe tropical circulation systerns (Rasmusson and Wallace. 1983). Anomalies have been linked to lhe occurrence of

droughts and floods (Matalas. 1991). An improved understanding and ability to predict anornalies of rainfall are

ímportant for decision making.

Most meteorological studíes designed to assess rainfall pattems try to rely on long-term rainfall data

using normal distribution assumptions. and data transformations to correct skewness (Marengo and Hastenrath.

1993). However. a cube root employed to normalize the data in a study of seasona! variability of rainfall in the

Pacific tropics was nOI successful. Weather stations reporting less than 16 years data or reporting erratic vaíues

were removed in a Study by Hartmann and Gross (1988). Unfortunately, this procedure left large arcas wilhout

estimated climatic references.

ln lhe Amazon Basin. natural deviations in the hydrological cycle and the processes influencing those

deviations must be determined before possible anthropogenic impacts can be assessed. For exarnple. the EI Nino-

Southem Oscillation (ENSO) phenomenon in the tropical Pacific Ocean, has been linked to climate anornalies and
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river Ilow worídwide (Kiladiz and Diaz. 1989) and is one potential sourcc of natural variability in the Amazon

Basin (Bjerknes, 1969).

The goals of this study are to figure out wb.ethermonthly rainfall extrcrnes are localized in the Amazon

Basin. to develop kriged interpolation surfaces to show spatial distribution of monthly rainfall deviations across

the Amazon Basin for rnonths having higher deviations. and to identify persistences of monthly rainfall deviaríons

in the Amazon Basin frorn 1950 to 1990.

This work was carried out using rainfal1 data reported by 533 weather stations. Considering the rainfall

reponed in a specific month. cach weather station reponing data had a calculated deviation from its OIVnmediano

Since the median separates half of observed values below and half above it, then it is expected that each event \ViU

have 50"10 probability of being negative 01' positive. When rainfall is totally random. the number of negative and

positive deviations wiUbe aImost similar and resulted median of deviations equals to zero. Then. the medians of

median deviations were tested statisticaUy to conãrm if they were different frorn zero (P<.05). The statistical

hypothesis was that months experiencing precipitation extremes are spatially uniform across the Amazon Basin

(Gibbons, 1985). Over the 492-month period anaIyzed. deviations significandy different from zero occurred in

210 of the months (P<.05).

The spatial analyses of monthly rainfall deviation were divided into three major groups. The analysis

allowed comparisons of spatial structure among negative deviations, positive deviations. and no deviations. (1.)

Negative rainfaU deviations were assigned to lhe three Iargest negative .median..deriationslram !IIOII!hIymedians

(p<.05): January 1983 (-90.9 mm), Apri1 1981 (-51.3 mm), and February 1983 (-14.2 mm). (2.) No rainfaU

deviation was assigned arbitrarily to a month with median devíations equaI to zero (p>.05): January 1986 (0.0

mm). (3.) Positive rainfaU deviations were assigned to the three largest positive median deviations from monthly

medians (P<.05): February 1988 (41.1 mm), April1984 (41.7 mm), and January 1982 (63.9 i!=).

Climatic deviations are defined as spatiaUy correlated median deviations of monthly rainfaIL Deviation

phenomena were assessed by theír continuity and intensity. Persistences were defined as periods having only

continuously positive 01' continuous1y negative devíations. If more than twe1ve months of rainfaU records show

only statisticaUy significam deviations, either negative 01' positive, it was considered a persistent effect whose

length can be determined.

Spatial distribution of montltly rainfal1 deviations was descríbed by surface interpolation anaIysis using

geostatistics. Geostatistical analyses ineluding exploratory analysis, variography, kriging interpolation, and cross-

validation were carried out using GS+ - Geostatistics for the Environmental Sciences (Gamrna Design Software.

1994).

GIS techniques were used to manipulate spatial features. Rasterized outputs frorn the interpoíation

routines were overíaid by vectorial information representing the weather stations. rivers. and boundaries. This

procedure helps to relate departure patterns to local weather stations and geographical features for lhat location.

Box plot analysis is an importam exploratory tool for under=ding the natural variation of monthly

rainfaU. To understand mootltly variability, data from Parintins weather station are discussed. The medians of
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monthly rainfall show the typical value in a tropical yearíy cycle, while the outliers describe erratic values. The

frequenC)·.timing and deviatíon size of outliers can be significam clues for oscillatory phenomena if they are

spatially correlated with nearby weather stations lhat are reponing similar data patterns. The direction of the

skewness suggests potential persistency of distribution since rainfalls are expected to be right skewed,

The basin-wide deviation analysís of monthly rainfall is from 1950 to 1990 (P<.05). Deviations for

Ianuary show a diversified beb.avior. It was left skewed in 1983 (-90.9 mm), no skewed in 1986 (0.0 mm), and

right skewed in 1982 (63.9 mm). Sometimes. most of the weather statíons receive less rainfal1 than normal. and

other times they receive more rainfJ11than normal rainfall. On some occasions, there is no deviatioo effect in lhe

whole basin. Since the medians of deviations are used, any singular large deviation does not affect the overa11

analysís. A statistically significam median of the deviations means that the weather stations in the Amazon Basin

are being affected by a c1imaticanomaly which displaces rainfaU events from typical values (P<.05).

An importam feature of monthly rainfaU deviation anaIysis is its potential to detect persistence longer

than 12 months of continuously repeating deviation phenomena, either positive or negative. Positive persistences

of rainfaUanomalies have been cal1edwarm events. and are related with the extrernes of the Southern Oscillation

(SO) phenomena and are associated with above normal sea surface temperarure (SST) in eastern equatorial

Pacific. Negative persistences are correspondingly called cold events and are associated with below normal SST

(IGladiz and Diaz, 1989). The SO was initially established as a connectíon between eastward shifts in equatorial

convectioa over the tropical Pacific and a deepened wintertime A1eutian 10wover the North Pacífíc (Bjerknes,

1969). Climaric anomalies associated with the SO are intimately tied to planetary-scaíe clímatic effects 00 the

global climate system. Other studies have focused on 'regional anomalies over Latin America during both warm

and cold events (Aceituno, 1988).

Four positive persistences were detected between 1950 and 1990. The first persistence was a 25-month

perlod of positive deviations (October 1954 to November 1957). Tbe second persistence was a very uniforrn

positive persistence phenomena lhat lasted for a I mooths (February 1973 to June 1976).The third persistence was

Irom December 1983 to January 1985. Thís was foUowed by a short interruption of one month..then continued as

lhe fourth persístence from March 1985 to November 1986. These last two persístent anomalies could have been

jolned which would have resulted in three contínuous years of positive deviatíons,

Monthly surface interpolation of these positive persistences can reveal spatial panerns of rainfall

lIIIOmalies.Further studies will help to evaluate how these anomalies develop and their potential to affect spatiaUy

lhe 1andscape. One imponant factor to understand is the distribution and intensity of these spatially correlated

exccssive rainfall. Flooding events may be associated with higher prone spot areas of lhe basin.

Negative persistences can have importam effects 00 the hydrology of the ecosystern especially if extrerne

devlations n:sult in an accumulative water deficit. Four negative anomalous persistences of rainfaU were detected
lnlheAmaz B . fi .

00 asm rom 1950 to 1990.The first two persistences occurred a1mostsuccessively: one period of 15

months from March 1963 to JuJy 1964. followed by a longer period of 46 mooths. from November 1964 to August



1%8. (f both persistences had been joincd. a very long persistence of ~ months would have rcsulted. A 13

monih-period of short negative deviations occurred from March 1976 to April 1977.

The last anomaly was a very imponant persistence of negative deviations that occum:d from May 1982 to

November 1983 and has been called EI Nião phenomena (Cane. 1983). These strong negative deviauons are

related to global climate circulation and produccd two months (January and February of 1983) with verv large

negative deviations. This negative persistence registered lhe lowest median rainfall of -90.9 mm in January 1983.

These negative and positive deviations agree in some extent with indices produced by studies on

atmosphenc-oceanic deviaucns associated with winel temperarure, rainfall and other hydrometeorological indiccs

(Kousky et al., 198-t: Ropelewsld and Haípert, 1987: Marengo. 1992: Marengo and Hastenrath, 1993). However. a

fui] comparison is restricted by lhe dilferent melhodology applied regarding basic statistical assumptions. Since

this is a combinaóon of nonpararnetric statisócs plus kriging and G1S. some analytical power needs to be explored

and expanded to connect to other imponant climatic parameters.

There have been some speculations in lhe literature about a 'biennial tendency' of altemate cycles

berween warm and cold events associated with lhe anomalies of lhe Southern Oscillation. However, thís research

. agrees with Kiladiz and Diaz (1989) and does not support any regular frequency of altemating warm and cold

events in lhe Arnazon Basin.

January 1983 was lhe largest monthly median deviation anaIyzcd in lhe period from 1950 to 1990. A

maxímum deviation effect may have occurred in January 1983 as the center of an l S-month persístence. The

median of rainfall deviations for January 1983 was -90.9 mm. according to rainfall reported by 291 weather

stations. At this time, about -t.5% of the Arnazon Basin area received more than 200 mm of rainfall below their

medians. and 70.8% of the basin received rainfall between O and 200 mm below lhe medians. Even with a

negative anomaly, 24.6% of the Basin arca stiIl reported rainfall above the medians. This occurred in lhe

headwaters oí the River Araguaia and Tocantins in the southem par! of the basin, where a center of strong rainfall

developed and 5.2% oí lhe arca had more than 100 mm of rainfall above medians.

Three drier spots of negative rainfall devíations occurred paraUeI to lhe equator and followed lhe Arnazon

River's main coursc and increased in size eastwards. This variability mode started in January 1983 and stilI had

some sequential time features in the foüowíng month. The portion oí lhe basin having positive rainfall deviations

decreased in quantity and intensity compared to the previous month. However, rwo more werter areas developed

in lhe central and northwestem portions of lhe basin.

This study is lhe Iírst anempt to explaín a possible 30-50 day peak oí deviations in monthly precipitation

records for lhe Amazon Basin in lhe equatorial Atlantic, A similar phenomenon has a1ready been described in lhe

equatorial Pacific (Madden and Julian. 1972: Hartmann and Gross, 1988), where a steady meridional propagation

of troughs and ridges seemed to form near lhe equator and dissipate near lhe Himalayas. As displayed by lhe

January 1983 deviations. lhe Amazon Basin shows a strOng track of deviations entering lhe basin at lhe rnouth of

lhe river and rcpeating in two more drier areas that dissipate toward lhe Andes. For lhe equatorial Pacifico lhe
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meridional of this mode is around 3000 krn, and its propagation moves about 0.750 latitude per day (Krishnamuní

and Subrahmanyam. 1982).

From a practical point of view, a precise detection of this mode in lhe deviation phenornena is important

because of lhe large impact or lhe tropical atmospheric disturbances repeating over localized regions. An

indication of this variabilitv was shown by lhe box plot anaIysis indicating a high clímatic disturbance in

intercalated months of lhe year. Savanna, common in arid regions. occurs with some frequency in the dry arcas of

lowlands near lhe mouth of lhe Arnazon River. This suggests that rare climatic deviations events would cause high

watcr stresS and restrict colonization of dense forests in these regions.

January 1986 had a median rainfall deviation of zero. This rnonth is pan of a 20-monlh period of positive

dedations. The deviations. however. were not statistically significam (P>.05). The Amazon Basin had positíve

deviations in 50.5% of lhe arca and negative deviations in ~9.5% of thé area, 32% of lhe basin had positive

rainfall deviations between O and 50 mm. while 30% of lhe basin had negative rainfall deviations between -50 and

O mm. The spatial correlation of rainfall phenomena shows a pattern of negative and positive deviations in distinct

arcas. For January 1986, lhe positive deviations seem to follow lhe path of humidíry influx to lhe basin mainly in a

northwestem to southeastern direction.

Even for months without any deviation. a spatial correlation was observed between med.ian deviaticns.

When lhe entire basin was receiving regular rainfall, some unifonn regions had positive deviations and others had

negative deviations. When lhe deviations occurred, these positive or negative regions were enlarged, Negative

deviations seemed to be more spatially continuous and intense than positive deviations. These diagnostics

indicare that the enhancements and reductions of the typical annual cycle may form lhe major general círculatíon

mechanism for the interannual variability of rainfall in distínctive regions of lhe Arnazon Basin (Hastenrath,

198~).

The largest positive monthly deviations recorded between 1950 and 1990 occurred in January 1982. A!

this time 90.4% of lhe basin was receiving rainfall above medians, with only 0.2% of the arca reporting rainfall of

more than 200 mm above local medians. The most intense deviations occum:d in the southeastern part of lhe

basin. lhe high plains or Mato Grosso Shielel and decreased toward lhe central core. A large arca or negative

dcviations developed in the central-northwestern portion of lhe Arnazon Basin. Positive deviations that resulted in

higher rainfall in lhe soulheastem pan or the basin agrees with fmdings relating rainfall variability to Southern

Oscillation (Rao and Hada. 1990: Kousky and Chu, 1978: Kayano et aí .. 1988).

These positive and negatíve deviations reports a description of extremes months. However, for climatic

evaluation. a full time sequence of a persistence will give more insights because of temporal connectivity of lhe

anornalv. More understanding will be provided if this guidelines are followed and better way to assess lhe

problcms are tried.

Combining nonparametric statistics with geostatistical anaIysis and G1S techniques is a reasonable

approach to detect monthly deviation panerns of rainfall in lhe Arnazon Basin. Because of its large size and

gcographic position. there are no totally dry or wet years in lhe Amazon Basin - only spatíallv localized regional



departures from median r:linfall. The underlying effect lhat triggers the onset of rainfail events is highlv se:JSOn:U.

and is dependent on the global circuJ.ation dynamics. When deviation effects occur. these positive or negative

regions enlarge.

Deviations were detected in approxirnately 50% of the months (P<.05).The negatíve deviations are more

intense and more continuous spatiaJly. while the positive deviations are wider and weaker and more randomly

dístributed, A high spatial correlation of monthly rainfall was found. Even for months with no evidencc of

deviations, some continuous regions received rainfall above medians and were balanced by another region

receiving rainfall below rnedians,
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ANAL YSIS OF RAII'jFALL DISTRlBUTION IN THE AMAZON BASIN USING KRIGING, 11"'"
NONPARAMETRlC STATISTICS, AND GIS TECHNIQUES_ m. ATMOSPHERlC WATER

BALANCE.

Elson D. Silva 1, Researcher Scientist. Ph. D.
Brazilian Enterprise for Agricttltural Research, SateJlite Monitoring Center (Embrapa-NMA)

Gary W. Petersen, Soil Scientist. Ph.D .. Prof. of Soil and Land Resources
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A water balance refers to the balance that must exist among watcr cntering the basin (ínput), water

leaving the basin (output), and water being stored, The main components of the water balance are precipitatíon

(P), evapotranspiration (ET), and streamfIow (R).

River flow is calctt1ated using measurements at gauging stations situated dose to the river mouths.

Mcasurement of stream flow at the mouth of the Amazon River is almost impossible. however, because it has

multiple distributary branches. a large delta. and is iofluenced by ocean tídes. MoS! studies in the Arnazon River

gauge srreamfIo\V near the city of Óbidos. around 800 km upstream from the mouth, and extrapotate to the entire

basin.

Precipitation within the Arnazon Basin is known to originate from the recyclíng of water vapor released

duriag E1=-and from the mcísrure.influx.Ime-the basín, It is suggested lhat a reduction in tropical forests may result

in reduced evaporation and rainfall.

UNESCO (1978) has developed one of the most accurate water budgets for the Arnazon Basin. This

water budget reports a total of 2150 mm y-I of precipitarion, 1060 mm y-I of evaporation, and 1000 mm y-I of

ríver discharge for an arca of 6,915,000 km2 These estimates can be improved using a more sophisticated data

anaJysis of more extensive rainfall data sets, Nonparametric statistics can be used to assess typical values

(medíans), to protect against potential mistakes, or erratic values, and to detect centrality in skewed distribution,

GIS techniques handJe raster and vector spatiaJ infonnation and its gridding capabilities aIIow partitioning of

water balance components into squared cells, The goal of this study was to develop an atmospheric water balance

for the Amazon Basin (6.860,350 ~) using 533 wcather statíons, more advanced geoStatisticaJ techniques for

surface interpolation (kriging), and a robust nonparametric Statistical anaJysis.

This work can be used as a reference base for any scientific application concerning the water cycle in the

Amazon Basin. The spatial distribution of the water balance components can be useful in the study of ecosystem

dynamics in the tropics and can allow for a comparison of spatial water balance to the vegetation distribution in

the Brazilian Amazon.
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